
 
 

Vadodara, India ( August 2017) 

 

Matrix to showcase innovative Security solutions at ASIS, DALLAS, TEXAS 

 

Matrix, a leading manufacturer of Telecom and Security solutions, is participating in ASIS 2017, from 25th – 

28th September 2017. Matrix, with a strong history of delivering cutting-edge products and innovative 

solutions, will showcase its well-engineered Security solutions specifically designed for enterprises. 

 

Here at ASIS 2017, Matrix will showcase its range of Biometric Access Control solution and its advance 

applications. Mobile being the next generation technology in terms of Security, Matrix will display its “Your 

Mobile Your Identity” themed Access Control solution whereby user either scans the QR code through 

mobile or simply twists his mobile to gain access. Furthermore, Matrix will launch COSEC People Mobility 

Management solution based on cloud technology that allows users to use application, hardware and 

infrastructure as a service. Cloud technology addresses solutions to the outlined issues of flexibility, 

scalability and efficiency by providing ubiquitous, cost-effective, secure and on-demand network access. 

Matrix will present its Standalone Access Control solution, with the help of which one can connect up to 

255 devices and 25,000 users, without a server.  

 

Matrix will also display its range of IP Video Surveillance solutions that include enterprise level VMS, NVRs, 

and IP Cameras.  The entire solution is focused on solving the three major pain areas of customers, namely 

difficulty in centralized management and monitoring, bandwidth and storage cost and reactive security. 

Some of our path breaking features on display include Event based Edge Recording and Notification with 

Distributed Architecture VMS, Adaptive Recording and Compression to Save 40% Storage, Centralized 

Monitoring and Management without Server and Public IP, Safeguard Data with Redundancy and User 

based Roles and Rights, Real-time Notification and Intelligent Video Analytics like People Counting, Face 

Detection, and Calling from Mobile App. Experience of such features will help you differentiate a Video 

Surveillance solution from box moving devices and cameras available in the marketplace. 

 

Visit Matrix at ASIS 2017, DALLAS, TEXAS from 25th-28th September 2017 at Booth No: 740. 
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About Matrix 

Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and 

enterprises. Matrix, an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is committed to 

keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With more than 40% of its human 

resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like 

IP Video Surveillance, Access Control, Time-Attendance, Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal 

Gateways, Convergence, VOIP Gateways and GSM Gateways. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and 

conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Europe, North America, South America, 

Africa and Asia through an extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the 

products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of 

customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many national and international 

awards for its innovative products. 
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